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ABSTRACT 
For a finite group G of linear transformations of a real vector space V it is proved that 
the set of points where for every linear function < on V the function z H CsE~ exp[<(gz)] 
does not exceed its value at x E V coincides with the convex hull of the G-orbit of x. A few 
inequalities are derived from this result. 
In 1903 R. F. Muirhead proved the following theorem for the group S, of all 
permutations of the set { 1, . . . , n} (see, e.g., [ 11). 
THEOREM 1. For two n-dimensional real vectors x = (XI, . . . , x,,) and y = 
(Yl,...r yn) the inequality 
Cay’) . . . dtin) 5 C a?‘) . . . a:Nn) 
SE.?" SES, 
(1) 
holds for every n-tuple of positive numbers (at, . . . , a,) if and only if y belongs 
to the convex hull of the orbit of x under the natural action of S, on KY’. In this 
case (1) holds as equality if and only if either the vectors x and y coincide up to a 
rearrangement, or at = a2 = . . . = a,. 
Note that the celebrated arithmetic-geometric mean inequality 
(al . . . a,) ‘/” < :(a, + . . . + a,) _ n 
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for any positive numbers at, . . . , a,, with equality occurring if and only if 
a, = . . . zz a,, is a specific case of Theorem 1 for x = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and 
y = (l/n, l/n, . .., l/n>. 
For the linear function < on W” defined at x = (xl, . . . , x,J E R” by c(x) = 
xlnat +e.. + x,, In a,, the inequality (1) can be written as 
Therefore for G = S, acting naturally on V = IP, Theorem 1 can be equivalently 
stated as 
THEOREM 1'. The inequality 
C expEb91 I x exp[&x)] 
8EG g= 
holds for every linearfunction t on V ifand only ify belongs to the convex hull of 
the G-orbit of x. In this case equality occurs if and only if either y belongs to the 
G-orbit of x or t is constant throughout the orbit. 
Let G be a finite group of linear transformations of a real vector space V. The 
main result of this paper is that Theorem 1’ is valid for any such G (Theorem 2). 
For x E V let Gx denote the G-orbit of x, Conv(Gx) the convex hull of Gx, 
LeveKx) = 
t I 
v E V C expEkv)l I C exp[E(&l 
KEG &?EG 
for every linear function < on V 
1 
, 
and 
Level0W = C expKXgv)l = C exp[&x)l 
b-G g= 
for every linear function 5 on V . 
THEOREM 2. For any x E V we have: 
(i) Level(x) = Conv(Gx), 
(ii) Levela = Gx, 
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(iii) Ify E Conv(Gx) and F is the minimal face ofConv(Gx) containing y, then 
CgEG expW&)l = CgEc exp[c(gx)] ifand only ife is constant throughout 
every face gF, g E G. 
LEMMA. For any x E V the set of extreme points of Conv(Gx) is Gx. 
PROOF. The set of extreme points of Conv(Gx) is contained in Gx (see [3, 
Corollary 18.3.11). Since this set is G-invariant, it coincides with Gx. W 
Proof of Theorem 2. The inclusion Conv(Gx) c Level(x) follows trivially, 
since the convexity of the exponential function implies that Level(x) is a convex 
G-invariant set containing x. 
To prove the converse inclusion note that for any y E V, y +! Conv(Gx), there 
exists a linear function < on V such that c(y) > <(gx) for every g E G. After divid- 
ing both sums CgEG exp[t[(gx)] and CgEG expK(gy)l by expW[, Y)I and letting 
the parameter t increase to infinity, the first sum tends to zero while the second does 
not. Therefore for some t we have xgEG exp[t[(gy)] > xgEG exp[tc(gx)], that is, 
y $ Level(x). This proves the inclusion Level(x) s Conv(Gx) and assertion (i). 
It is obvious that Gx 5 Levelo(x). If y E Levelo(x) then Level(y) = Level(x); 
hence by (i) Conv(Gy) = Conv(Gx), and it follows from the Lemma that Gy = Gx. 
This proves (ii). 
Let F be a face of Conv(Gx), and < a linear function on V constant on every 
face gF, g E G, that is, <(gv) = 0 for any g E G and every vector v E V parallel to 
F. Then for g E G and a vector v E V parallel to F, the derivative of the function 
f(z) I&G exp[&gz)l along v equals 8,f (z) = CgEG C(gv) exp[5(gz)l = 0. Hence 
the function f (z) is constant throughout F. The face F meets the orbit Gx because 
an extreme point of F, say x1, is an extreme point of Conv(Gx) and by Lemma 
belongs to Gx. Therefore for any y E F we have f (y) = f (x1) = f (x). This proves 
the part “if” of assertion (iii). 
Suppose now thaty E Conv(Gx) such thatf (y) = f (x) and F is the minimal face 
of Conv(Gx) containing y. Obviously, y lies in the relative interior of F. Assertion 
(i) implies that at y the convex function f(z) reaches its maximum relative to F. 
Therefore f (z) is constant throughout F (see [3, Theorem 32.11). Hence for any 
vector v E V parallel to F the second derivative 8zf (z) off(z) along v is zero. So 
we have ?lzf (z) = CgEG <(gv)* exp[<(gz)] = 0. Since each term of this sum is 
nonnegative, we conclude that t(gv) = 0 for any v E V parallel to F and every 
g E G, so [ is constant throughout every face gF, g E G. This proves the part 
“only if” of assertion (iii) and completes the proof ofTheorem 2. W 
EXAMPLES. In these examples a linear function < on V is represented by a 
vector in V, also denoted by e, with S(x) equal to the ordinary dot product of 6 
with x. 
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1. Let a be a positive real, m a positive integer, G the group of rotations 
of the plane V = I?t* by multiples of 2n/m, x = r . (1, 0), y = rcos (n/m) . 
(cos(x/m), sin(r/m), and [ = (<I, 52). It is easy to see that y E Conv(Gx). By 
Theorem 2 we have 
with equality occurring if and only if either m = 1, or r = 0, or 5, = & = 0. 
2. Let V be the space of real n x n matrices, and G = S, x S,,, whose action 
on V is defined by the formula (~1, s2)u = SI vs:’ where v E V and sl, s2 E S,, 
represented by the corresponding n x n permutation matrices. Let x = I,, the 
identity matrix of order n, 
y= (% zz!,, where p,q>O, p+q=l, 
and < be an n x n matrix with entries In au, where au are positive numbers. Then 
Theorem 2 yields the inequality 
F perA 2 C [ (aikaji)P (airajk)’ 
I<i(i<n 
1 <k<l<n 
+ (aaajk)” (aikq)“] perA(ijlkO, (2) 
where A(ijlkl) denotes the (n - 2) x (n - 2) submatrix of the matrix A = (ad) 
obtained by deleting the ith and jth rows and the kth and Ith columns. In (2) 
equality occurs if and only if rank (A) = 1. The inequality (2) can be derived also 
from the Laplace expansion for permanents (see [2]) and the fact that by Theorem 
1, applied for II = 2, ~1 = aikajj, ~2 = aaajk, x = (1, 0), y = (p, q), the expression 
in the square brackets in (2) does not exceed 
3. Let V = R”, G be the group of symmetries of n-dimensional cube with 
vertices (&l, fl, . . . , fl), [ = (In ai,. . . , lna,) where al,. . . ,a” are positive 
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numbers, and x0 = (1, 1, . . . , l), XI = (0, 1, . . . , l), x2 = (O,O, 1, . . . , l), . . . , 
X, = (0, 0, . . . ) 0). Then Conv(Gxo) > Conv(Gxt) > . . . 2 Conv(Gx,), and 
Theorem 2 implies 
wherebi=(ai+a,‘),i= l,..., n; fork = 1 the numerator in the left hand side 
of (3) equals 1. In each of the inequalities (3) the equality sign holds if and only 
ifai = . . . = a,, = 1 or, equivalently, bl = . . . = b, = 2. Since any number 
b 2 2 can be represented as b = a + a-’ for some positive a, the inequalities 
(3) are valid for any 61 2 2, . . . , b, 2 2. The inequalities (3) mean that if every 
element of the set {bl , . . . , b,} is greater than or equal to 2, then the average of 
all possible products of k elements of the set is at least twice as big as the similar 
average product k - 1 elements-a result which of course could be expected, but 
does not seem to have an easy proof other than the one given above. 
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